
hey kids!
We’ve got a present for you: 37 stories by 

Lithuanian book artists. These writers and 

illustrators have created these books with you 

in mind – to comfort you when things are hard, 

and to laugh with you when times are good. 

The most important thing is that each of these 

Tiny Books comes to life the minute you hold 

them in your hands. You are our superheroes!

Kotryna Zylė, Children‘s books writer and 
illustrator

dear adults!
Reading together with a child means:

 

• Playing – such an important part of being a 

kid: to be themselves, to feel empowered, and 

to feel a sense of themselves and those around 

them.

• Experiencing a real connection – by sitting on 

someone’s lap, getting close to one another, 

making eye contact, tickling, laughing, and 

crying. It all brings us closer together.

• Talking about what we’ve just read – What 

was interesting, what caught our attention, 

what scared us and what made us laugh – or, 

maybe even, what made us feel bored? Perhaps 

the story could have had a different ending? 

Talking means starting a conversation – 

something we really miss nowadays. 

• Relaxing and focusing on calmer activities. Or, 

just the opposite – getting engaged in more 

active pursuits.

Dr. Monika Skerytė-Kazlauskienė, Founder, 

Child Psychology Centre

the power of short 
stories
Every book, no matter how long or short, can 

touch a reader. A story told in just a few words 

can create an enormous space, an empty place 

that a reader can interpret and fill up with their 

own ideas. This is the power of short stories: 

the ability to fill a gap with your own story, 

then carry it with you and think back on it 

always. Tiny Books are more than just text – 

they have illustrations, too! Whatever a word 

can’t express, a picture can.

Inga Mitunevičiūtė, Children’s literature experttiny book folding 
guide:

project team:

You can watch a short video about how to 
make one of our Tiny Books by going to 
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Today’s a bad day.

Titas has a box like that, too.
I told him I was having a bad day,
so we agreed to MEET and open 

our boxes together.

It started to get dark. What a 
GREAT day it was! The kind of 

day you could keep in a box.

No matter, because I 
have a secret matchbox 

where I keep

Titas ran over. We sat down.
We held our boxes in our  

hands and began to TALK.

It’s funny, though.

Kotryna Zylė        Inga Dagilė
I put it there when  

I was happy.
WE FORGOT TO EVEN 

OPEN OUR BOXES.

THE BEST 
DaY EVER.
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I am so annoyed today. 
The day is stormy, and so am I. 

Didn’t pick up my toys, don’t want to listen 
to mum. I’m so angry I could scream.

The next day I’m crazy. 
I draw on a moustache, put on mum’s shoes, and 
command an entire parade of toys in my room. 

The world is laughing, and so am I.

But sometimes I’m sad. 
The dog is mopey, because I’m sad, 

and I’m sad because he’s sad, and then he’s sad, 
because I am. It’s a never-ending sadness.

I like it when I’m happy. I learned 
how to hammer a nail. My dad’s happy that my 

fingers are still in one piece. We rode bikes 
together, then we did nothing at all.

I know that my mood is like the weather. 
It can change. Sometimes I’m angry, or happy, 

or crazy, or sad. I’m all kinds of things.
What’s your weather like today?
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There once was 
a nice girl, 

or, 
more precisely, 
a woman,

              or, to be 
         really precise –

a horrible 
old lady.

Neighbours 
disliked her,
  because 
     she made 

  And though nobody liked her, she liked… 
           No. She loved cabbage rolls.
  She could eat three pots of them a day.

After that she’d fart.

After, not
before.  the most

  thunderous
          farts.

One day, while cooking 
more cabbage rolls, she 
bent over. And when she did, 
she let out such a

booming blow,
that her cabbage rolls jumped out 
of the pot all frightened
    and flew straight 
         out the window.

Then she bought some 
bread and began feeding 
the cabbage rolls trying 
to tempt them back.

The old lady became very 
sad and cried all night 
cursing her neighbours.

And they 
came back. 
Their cabbage 
leaves moved like 
real pigeon wings. 

Since then every  
     night cabbage 
pigeons visit the 
horrible old lady,

         well,    
            maybe

not so horrible, 
      and maybe 
    not so old,

but a woman, 

 is a nice girl.

   who actually

They sit together on the windowsill cooing folk 
songs. And neighbours dance in happy circles. 
Since then Lithuanians call the cabbage rolls  
                                                 “cabbage pigeons”.



Eglė Jasė
Elena Selena

A little seed sprouted up in 
a field. But the sprout didn’t 
know what she’d turn into…
So she kept asking everyone 
around her: ‘What will I be?’

‘Why, a fern, of course,’ 
cackled the crow wisely.
Filled with wonder, 
the little seedling sprang 
a bunch of fern leaves.

‘A true and proper blade of 
grass,’ suggested the mouse, 
so the little plant dressed 
herself in whisks of green.

‘I see you as a rose,’
complimented the caterpillar,
and the seedling burst out
in tiny rose buds.

So she gave the fern leaves to 
the crow, the blades of grass to the mouse, 
and her rosebuds to the caterpillar. 
And to the chickadee she gave a tiny 
seed, which the bird planted in the field. 
And then, come next spring…

But then the chickadee asked:
 ‘What would you like to be?’ The tiny 
plant thought for a moment and said:
 ‘A chamomile,’ and little sun-like 
blossoms sprang open all over her.
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